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LARA HORNBY'S SCOTTISH SUMMER

Lara Hornby, a recent recipient of a Clan Donald Sponsorship, has been in Scotland
for her gap year. When the Scottish summer finally arrived it lasted all of 3 days. So
after 6 months of typical Scottish weather she was happy to use the UK school
summer break to spend a month traveling around Europe and to get some much
needed sun. Like many young New Zealanders, on their first visit to Europe, she
managed to visit many countries including France, Italy, Greece, Switzerland,
Monaco, Germany and the Netherlands.

Back in Scotland she spent 3 weeks with her family, who had come over from New
Zealand, traveling around Scotland. From Glasgow to Inverness they traveled through
the Highlands and the Glencoe National Park. They stopped at Loch Ness and hunted
for “Nessie” on a Loch Ness boat cruise. They suddenly found themselves enjoying the
scenery from postcards! The rolling green hills dotted with heather, and the odd
Scottish cow were all part of the beautiful highlands.

Lara also managed to attend the Edinburgh Military Tattoo and being a Highland
Dancer enjoyed seeing Highland Dancers from Australia, Canada and Scotland
performing during the Tattoo, as well as the usual pipe bands and military displays.

From Edinburgh she was off to Glasgow and then Dunoon to attend the Cowal
Highland Gathering as a spectator. This included watching the World Highland
Dancing Competition which included New Zealand dancers from Waipukurau and
Taranaki. Two of these dancers were placed in the world top 10 in various age groups.
A very impressive effort for New Zealand. The standard of the piping and dancing was
very high and the feel of the games was truly Scottish.

Lara is back at the Kilgraston School for Girls for the final term. She is actively involved
with the girls and is very busy and is assisting with the Highland Dancing
demonstration. She is also helping the girls to perfect their presentation for
performance events. Lara feels she has been fortunate to be able to support the
dancing at Kilgraston, and all the Scottish traditions, and hopes to bring a piece of
Scotland back to her dancing studio in New Zealand.
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